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About us
We’re a Saudi software development company based in
Riyadh since 2012. Creating, developing web and mobile
applications is our speciality, where we can creatively shape
your vision into reality.
Maintaining quality is our priority, while infusing the great
quality with our passion of software development. We
collaborate with our clients to create the ultimate user
experience in order to fulfill the client’s objectives.

+ 65

+ 80

+ 300

Happy Client

Project

User loved our work
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Why "Osloob"?

>

Fuelled by
"Passion"

Lead by
"Innovation"

Packed by
"Customer Experience"

Osloob’s team has build
their passion in software
development through
their accumulated
experience and eagerness
of discovering the new
techniques & methods in
the industry.

We keep up with the
most trendy and powerful
technologies, in order
to combine the client
needs with the proper
technology by innovating
a unique User Experience
that fulfill the business
essentials.

In developing websites
and apps, attracting
the user’s attention by
studying and designing his
journey inside, is what we
insist to achieve perfectly
at Osloob.
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"Khaled Alshehri"

"Bilal Araru"

"Anas Hasan"

"Mohammed Yassin"

"Moeinuddein"

"Parth Bhut"

Founder & Managing Director

Software Developer

"Abdulah Othman"
Project coordinator

Web developer

Mobile developer

UX & Web designer

eCommerce Developer

"Mohammed Aldweesh"
Account manager
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<>What we do
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<SECTION>

<p>Building secure, useful and flawless experience</p>
</SECTION>

We work among different
disalines in order to
achieve our client's goal in
building awsome customer
experience. Our services
include:

11.Mobile development
22.Web development
33.UI/UX Design
44.E- Commerce
55.SEO
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UI/UX Design

We believe UI makes the
first impression for any
production while UX
is proving the positive
impression was very
true.
Understanding
the product needs,
sketching,
mocking
up and designing all
the details, makes the
product meet our high
standards for the best
user experience.

Web development

We build web apps
and websites using
the most trendy and
powerful technologies.
Following the best
practices as we apply
great software design
which makes the
product scalable,
secure, and reliable as
well.

We use different
techniques:
MYSQL

PHP

PYTHON

VUEJS

JQUERY

JS

HTML5

CSS3

Mobile
development

eCommerce
Solutions

SEO

We build Native
apps and Hybrid
apps. Focusing in
e-services, modern
apps, connecting to
databases and third
party services like SMS,
payments, etc.

Building e-commerce
websites could seem
easy for the first look.
But the challenge is
to create complete
product with high
quality, which enables
customer to shop
with the best & safest
experience. Further
more, to keep all this
in reliable system
that can be available
anytime.

We believe that
building a good
product is not enough
if you did not reach
your customers and
search engines are the
most effective tools
to bring customers
into your website.
At Osloob, we apply
different techniques
onsite and offsite to
assure the website
get very friendly with
search engines.

We use several
programming
languages as:
SWIFT

JAVA

KOTLIN

IONIC

PHONEGAP

Platforms we use:
MAGENTO

SHOPIFY

OPENCART
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<>How we work
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The project goes through a specific process:
#1

Idea & requirements

Understanding the project scope
and provide the materials needed to
achieve the client goals.

#4

Development

According to what suits the software
needed, we inline design efficiency
with software functionality.

#2

Research & study

Matching the client needs with the
market expectations to choose or
create suitable practices.

#5

Testing

Pre-launching stage is where all the
spots are tested and maintained to be
convenient with the targeted user.

#3

Design

Shaping the client’s vision by the
appealing design which leads the user
inside the software

#6

Launch & support

After testing and making sure the
software is ready, We launch it while
keeping track of its performance &
support any technical issues.
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<SECTION>
<p>Stories of success keep the work spread</p>
</SECTION>
<head>
<title>what.we.did?</title>
</head>

Tafaseel
Store

Shatri
Store

MwaeedTec
Store

}
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<>Tafaseel
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Startup online store based in Riyadh. It’s an e-commerce business motivated by high-end design products.
We worked at Osloob as a partner and handled the full software solution to reach, sell, and serve in best
practices.

Technologies used:
## S■ hopify is used as a platform

## D
■ ynamic landing page
## S■ MS notifications

}

## Z■ endesk integration
## G
■ ift sending service
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<>Shatri
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More than 30 years in the market. Shatri has built very strong name in the field, and reached loyal
customers. As our strategic vision in Osloob, we worked with them as a development partner to enable the
process of selling their products online and provide powerful e-commerce solution.
The main challenge was enabling e-commerce for a legacy company, since they already have huge number
of items, sales, existing customers, ERP system and multiple warehouses.

Technologies used:
## M
■ agento is used as a platform

## I■ ntegrated with internal ERP system
## S■ MS enabled
## R
■ etailer portal

}
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Booking appointments with the doctor you trust on the time you choose is not an easy task and it can take
a lot of time and effort.
Therefore, we developed at Osloob the application of MwaeedTech. This app enables user to search
and browse doctors by nearest or best rating. The user can also filter his search by insurance type that’s
accepted in the clinic or by payment method and confirm the booking online.

The main characters of the app:
## Fully customized app built with Ionic &

}

web technologies.
## Web portal for clinics managing patients
and appointments.
## Nearby search for doctors.
## Live Calendar.
## SMS mobile verification.
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}
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Success Partners

>
/

Paytabs
www.paytabs.com

/

Exahost
www.exahost.com

/

Meshbak
www.meshbak.sa
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Contact us

>

AlMursalat, King Abdulaziz Road - Riyadh 12463, Saudi Arabia
+966 114 505 789
www.osloob.com.sa
hi@osloob.com.sa

Osloob IT Company
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